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PDT TRUMP & BRITISH PM JOHNSON HAVE AGREED OF A VERY BIG
COMMERCIAL DEAL
AS THEY HAD BREAKFAST AT G7 BIARRITZ

Paris, Biarritz, 26.08.2019, 13:53 Time

USPA NEWS - At this weekend´s Group of Seven summit in the French seaside town of Biarritz, Boris Johnson has endeavored to do
just that. The annual gathering, which brings together leaders from Britain, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, and the United
States, marks the British leader´s debut at an international summit. After this breakfast, Donald Trump and Boris Johnson join their G7
counterparts, Emmanuel Macron, Angela Merkel, Justin Trudeau, Shinzo Abe, and Giuseppe Conte to discuss global security and the
state of the economy, at the fight against inequality. In recent weeks, worrying signs have emerged in Germany, China and the United
States, raising fears of a marked weakening of growth globally. While the wives of the heads of state were embarked by the French
First Lady, Brigitte Macron, who organized a cultural guided tour of the region of Biarritz, and the discovery of the specialties of the
region of Basque Country and French « know -How » ... a certain "Art d'être Francais" very dear to President Emmanuel Macron.
The evening should begin in a few moments with a family photo of heads of delegation participating in the G7 at 7:30pm. They will sit
at the table from 8:45pm.

BORIS JOHNSON FRESHLY APPOINTED UK´S PM, PLAYS THE BALANCING ACT
UK´s PM, Boris Johnson, skillfully plays the balancing act to maintain an ideal relationship on one side with the EU and on the other
with the United States, under the pressure of the Brexit deadline, fixed by himself on October 31st. The freshly appointed UK´s PM,
Boris Johnson, went through the challenging diplomatic test, as tricky as it can be, targeting the perfect game of balance between EU,
from one side and the USA, the other. The touchy balance makes Boris Johnson in a very sensible position,a s he has to please the
European leaders, within thinnest two months, for implementing eventually the Brexit, and be appealing to President Donald Trump
and being offered an attractive offer from Uncle Sam in terms of trade, and profitable exchanges, as the new configuration goes on.

PDT TRUMP & UK PM BORIS JOHNSON ANNOUNCED A « VERY BIG DEAL COMMERCIAL » BETWEEN UK &
USA------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
As the day began with a much awaited image of the first meeting between Donald Trump and Boris Johnson since he took the reins of
the UK in the midst of the Brexit crisis. While Boris Johnson regretted Saturday the "considerable barriers" that hinder British exports
to the United States, calling on Donald Trump to lift them, the US president said Sunday morning that the United Kingdom can
conclude "a very big deal commercial "with the United States once the Brexit achieved, while stating that Boris Johnson was the man
of the situation to bring his country out of the European Union. For his part, the new British Prime Minister said that trade negotiations
with the United States would be difficult, but that there were huge opportunities for British companies in the US market.

PRESIDENT TRUMP HAS SO FAR PRAISED BORIS JOHNSON HIS UK´S COUNTERPART
PresidentTrump has so far praised Boris Johnson and even whom he endorsed to succeed his predecessor, Theresa May, and who ´s
nickname being called “Britain´s Trump,“� confirm the particular american interest to this new character of the European politic map.
“He´s the right man for the job,“� Trump said of Johnson in their first meeting since Johnson took over as prime minister. The two
leaders have since recently several phone calls to discuss many issues, including Brexit and the possibilities of getting the US and UK
closer. As they met during the G7, and shared breakfast, , a President Trump and Boris Johnson, British PM, and came out with the
announcement that they had reached out a « Great deal », in terms of trade and commercial exchange“¦.To be continued.
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